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I remember the day I discovered that God was as violent and scary as the
wicked witch in Hansel and Gretel who threatened to eat them alive. Maybe
worse. Sister Helmuth, our Sunday Sa'iool teacher, read the flood story (Gen. 6)
with gusto: "And God said to Noah, 'I will destroy eve.tything that I created from
the face of the earth; every person, beast, and creeping Uhing, and every bird. . .
everything that breathes!?" with a tsk and an ever so slight nod she concluded,
"What terrible things happen when people sin." From that moment to this, for
me and countless others,?the troubling legacy? of The Violtnce of Scripture has
not easily been overcome, rainbow-endings notwithstanding. Eric A. Seibert, an
associate professor of Old Testament at Messiah College, hopes to remedy that.

Already in his earlier book, Disturbing Div'me Behavior: Troubling Old Testament
Images of God (Portress, 2009), Seibert tackled problematic portrayals of God
revealed in our childhood Bible stories found in the most surface readings of
Scripture. In many respects, Violence of Scripture serves as a sequel.

s. See Laura Butterbaugh, "Why Did Hurricane Katrina Hit Women So Hard?" Off Our
Backs 35, no. 9/10 (Sept.-Oct. 200!5), 17-19, and Institute for Women's Policy Research,
"Women, Disasters, and Hurricane Katrina" (Aug. 2010), http://www.iwpr.org/publi-
cations/pubs/women-disasters-and-hurricane-katrina on Sept. 7, 2(jl4.
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Violence of Scripture is divided into three parts with an introduction that
anticipates well the argument to follow in the rest of the book. In the
introduction, Seibert also makes transparent his potential biases -or, better said,
the assumptions from whiay he reads, understands, and promotes his main
premise that "the Bible should never be used to inspire, promote, or justify acts
of violence" (2). One might also include his personal Christian pacifist
biography. Mudi later in the book Seibert also clarifies that while he does not
engage in any extensive theoretical or methodological discussion? per se (74),
those familiar with biblical scholarship will recognize his use of an eclectic bati?h
of postmodern critical approaches, including "readers-response criticism,
feminist criticism, postcolonial criticism, ideological criticism, and
deconstruction" (74). What is self-evident for me, however, is that the baseline
method used by Seibert is that of readers-response aiticism, all oTher approaches
subsumed under the category of "reading strategies" (74). Indeed, the central
thesis of the book hinges on the evident "danger of reading the Bible? in certain
ways. So, for Seibert, his overarching goal is to "encourage people to read the Old
Testament more ethically," (6) that is, to read it "nonviolently? (5).

Part one reiterates the troub?ing legacy of violence in the Old Testament and
the danger that ?violence-friendly? sacred texts pose for jushfying genocide, war,
abuse, and other cruelties. Seibert provides plenty of examples in history where
such violence is justified by direct appeals to what are now widely desaibed as
biblical "texts of terror.? For those counting, the Old Testament contains
thousands of verses of explicit violence and hundreds more in which God
commands oThers to kill. In some cases, they are directed by God ?to show no
mercy" ruthlessly killing ?everything that breathes" (Deut. 7:1-2). Still other texts
show God killing for seemingly nonsensical reasons. The capacity for escalating
human violence seems only a mirrored reflechon of God's own capacity for
violence. In a perverse (or is it ironic?) expression of humans being fashioned in
the image of God, the flood story recounts the human capacity for violence as
mirrored in God's own ruthlessne8s: ?And God said to Noah, "The end of all
flesh has come before me; for the earth is filled with violence through them; and
behold, I will destroy them from the face of the earth" (Gen. 6:11,13). Seibert
worries about such pervasive violence, especially when violence is viewed in
Scripture as "virtuous," that is, positively "appropriate, justified, and, perhaps
even praiseworthy" (28). "Do violent texts lead to violent acts?" asks Seibert.
After citing mounting evidence he concludes, ?it is hard to deny that a real and
significant link exists betweeri textual and actual violence" (52). Having outlined
the violent-laced ?troubling legacy" of the Old Testament, Seibert is ready to lead
Bible readers from being mere ?compliant readers" of Scripture (a dangerous
posture) to being engaged or "conversant readers? (56).

Part two is, in effect, a how-to manual for learr+ing how to become "ethically
responsible readers" (61) by "reading the Bible nonviolently" (73). Seibert offers
three general reading habits, three guidelines for ethical critique of violent texts,
and five steps in reading nonviolently. He proposes developing reading habits
that actively engage texts with probing questions and ethical critique, rather than
reading passively and uncritically. One should not simply read texts, especially
violent ones, at face value. For example, if we read the accounts of the "conquest
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of the promised land" in Joshua 6-11 uncritically, does it not endorse genocide of
indigenous populations and confiscation of thei-r homeland? Seibert suggests it is
ethically irresponsible to read such a text passively and withour critical
engagement (95). So by what citeria might one engage such a text?

One should read violent texts using as critical guide "the rule of love for God
and others" (67); with ?a commitment to justice" (68); and "valuing all of life
consistently" (69). Indeed, one must always name the violence in a text, never
ignoring it. The reader needs to analyze who is committing the violence (God or
someone else?); who is being hurt by it? what are the motives of the perpetrator
of violence?; and so forth. Seibert then offers another list of ways to critique the
violence of a text. Perhaps, he suggests, the violent story is told as parody or with
irony so as to actually criticize the violent content, as- if to ask the reader, ?See
where such violence leads?" For example, I think the selection of judges whose
stories are actually told in the Book of Judges is an anti-hero parody of the judge-
warrior mythologies of the time and an alternative account to the Book of
Joshua"s virulent conquest motif. Judge Ehud is disabled and dies on the toilet.
Deborah is an atypical judge of the time, a rnoman warrior. Judge Gideon wins his
battle by scaling the size of his army way back to a small group of dog-lappers.
Abimelech is killed by a woman dropping a stone on his head. Judge Jephthah
makes an impulsive oath, and judge -Samson is a muscle-bound dullard who
commits hart-kart. Not your typical war manual by any stretch. It"s as if the
writer is answering his own introductory statements in Juages 3 that the story he
is about to tell is to teadi successive generations the realities of war; that is,
winning war has little to do with human prowess and leads ultimately to
disaster. Taken together with the whole account of the Former Prophets (Joshua
through II Kings), the canon-shapets of Sctipture seem to be arguing that the
story of warfare, violence, and kingdom-building ends badly -with the
destruction of the temple, and the utter loss of two-kingdoms, including the
Davidic dynasty and the annihilation and exile of God's peop}e.

And so Seibert concludes that in addition to critical analysis of the perspective
of individual texts, one must also be aware of those texts of Scriphire that
outright condemn other violent biblical texts -text against text, as it were (80).
Does not the peaceful vision of the famous plowshare passage in Isaiah 2:2-4
explicitly contradict the violent plowshare passage of Joel 3:9-10. So, which is it?
The discerning reader-the engaged reader, the ethically responsible reader -
Seibert would say, must d'ioose Isaiah's version to guide -our practice, lest Joel's
account lead to violent self-destmction.

To read the Bible nonviolently also requires the reader to side with the victims
of violence (81); to consider how such stories may irfluence a affld"s view of the
world (for example, the ark story) (82); to read from the margins of society (85);
and to read with an appeal to accepted standards of morality (86). Au of these
reading strategies are efforts in sorting, critiquing, and ultimately transcending
the ?troubling legacy" of the violence of Scripture.-

Seibert turns in part three to applying his nonviolent readings to three of the
most vexing problems associated with the Old Testament's ?texts of terror":
genocide, war, and violence against women. Using his nonviolent reading
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strategies outlined in part two, Seibert provides the reader with a substantive
critique of the conquest riarrahves in Joshua against genocide, argues against
using the Old Testament to justify war, and bluntly aiallenges biblical texts that
are misogynistic, sexist, and outright abusive toward women. At a minimum,
these texts are useful as conversation starters about what not to do, and
important historical memory markers lest we forget the past and repeat it.

Clearly, Seibert"s approach raises questions for many as to how one
understands the Bible as God's word, an authoritative guide for faith and
practice. Seibert recognizes this concern in the opening pages of this book and
addresses them in an excellent ?brief word about biblical authority? (159) in an
appendix.

I commend this book to anyone interested in learning how to understand,
interpret, and overcome the Old Testament's troubling legacy of violence. When
read as a standalone volume, the book could have used stroriger editing,
especially in the middle how-to section, where the lists-within-lists-within-steps-
within-more-steps tended to overwhelm even a seasoned reader trying to keep
track of the process. As a sequel to Seibert's earlier work Disturbing Divine
Behavior (2009), which was a tour-de-force, this volume can, at times, seem
slightly redundant given the overlap of subject matter. As a teacher and student
of ffie Older Testament, I so appreciate that the author asserts that any study of
violence in Scripture must include New Testament violence, as well, a fact often
piously overlooked by most Bible readers. In that spirit, he has left operi the door
for a possible third and welcomed volume in a trilogy on The Violence of the
Whole Scripture, both New and Old Testaments.
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